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Learning in a Digital Age: Insights into the Issues

THE SKILLS STUDENTS NEED FOR TECHNOLOGICAL FLUENCY

"The Skills Students Need for Technological. Fluency" is the

first publication in the Milken Exchange on Education Tech-

nology series Learning in a Digital Age: -Insights into
the Issues. The Milken Exchange is an initiative launched by the Milken Family Foundation

in early 1997. A nerve center for an emerging national network of educators, p`ublic officials,

and business leaders advancing technology, instruction, and education reform policy, the

Exchange formalizes and extends the Foundation's commitment to further the use of education

technology in elementary and secondary schools. While the Milken Excfiange's primary goal is

to accelerate student access to education technologies that support increased student

achievement, we understand that to be effective in raising student achievement such access

must be accompanied by general school reforms. The Exchange's strategies target five,key

areas: public awareness, policy and budget, planning, instructional applications, and ,devel-/
opment and research.

The Milken Exchange has identified a broad rangeiof important policy and implementation

questions regarding education technology. These Include:

Is there a set of necessary skills that define student technological fluency?

-> What kinds of technological skills Must teachers develop as schools acquire more tech-

nology to support pedagogy and r6anagement?

Whai public policy actions are necessary and effective in bringing education technology

into schools and classrooms?

In order to gain deeper understanding and direction, Learning in a Digital Age: Insights into the

Issues will systematically and thoroughly examine the issues behind these questions. Each pub-
-,

lication will tackle a different issue inviting numerous national, state, and local perspectives.

While we seek broad-based vieWs, our aim is to promote a national dialogue leading to consensus

and action at the state and local \levels. Indeed, it is our aim that this series be useful for state

and local policymakers as they constnkt,systemic and curricular reforms that include extensive

utilization of computers, telecommunications-based networking, and other technologies.



"The Skills Students Need for Technological Fluency" examines how the education, establish-

ment ensures that our students) are technologically prepared for their future. The work in

this paper was first presented at the 1997 Milken Family Foundation National Education Con-
I

ference in Los Angeles, and subsequently at the Milken Exchange's National Forum1 lfor State
I ,

Technology Leaders in Chicago. On both occasions, a cross-section of state-chief-school offi- ;
, /

cers, technology directors, le6islators, Milken EducatorAW-aid recipients, and representatives

of the research and business' -comniunities contributed to the critical discussion of, student //
technology,skills: Such in'put illuminates all concerned citizens' shared goals and focuses i

......._ ,_.--
-....--, --mir-perspective. /'-..., ,/

Too offen4echnology is promoted to the education community and the public alike as/an
...... /

elixir or silverbullet that will magically cure or solve American education's ills. The/nass

media endlessly asseitlhat Johnny needs to be computer- and information-literate to be pre-/pared for the technology-driven work world and the information age. Yet, they rarel ask and

never anjswer the key questionJust what are the skills Johnny must learn, and,how Will he,7
his,teachers, parents, and ultimately his,employer know if he has learned them at the appro-,,priate level? Indeed, few issues surrounding,education technology are as,important as the

irhplications of these questions.

"The Skills Students Need for Technological Fluency" details,the hisfory of efforts to address
k. 1

these questions at international, national and state levels, and'it,describes the current "state

of the profession" activities in standards-setting and measurement,Numerous examples are

provided, along with text and Web citations for further study: The papetends with a sUrnmary

iof the policy implications for teacher training, testing,:equity ssues, resource allocations,

and research.

/
Our goal is to give readers a better understanding of the complexity of student technology

skills in terms of definition, acquisition, and,a/ssessment. It is not to provide answers: Edlica-

tion is too firmly committed to local control-for dogmatk prescriptions. We offer this paper to \

policymakers and educators who _are conmitted to helping school systems develop the cur-
_ --

riculum, instruction-and assessment methods that will best prepare young people for the

teEhnological age.

1-*
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"the new kid in school."
Since the early 1980s, when computers were first used in
schools, more than $3 billion has been spent on hardware,

software, teacher training, and connections. But are our students tech-

nologically literate or, as many have begun to demand, technologically fluent? These are

important questions for America's successand that of its childrenin the information age,

but we need a consensus on what it means for students to be facile with technology. Is there

a set of necessary skills that defines technological fluency? Can this set be expanded to

include the broader communication and information skills students will need in the global

economy of the twenty-first century?

This paper looks at how the necessary technology skills have changed over time and how

those changes affect the ways in which technology skills are taught and assessed. It reviews

how educators' views of technological fluency are shaped by both the "pull" of technology

increasing technical power and applications that affect what workers and citizens need to

know in an information societyand the "push" of content standards that affects what stu-

dents are expected to learn and new views of how learning takes hold. The paper reviews the

approaches various states and districts have taken to setting standardsembedding tech-

nology standards within curricular areas, or developing discrete technology skills and

assessment measuresand gives examples of some promising practices.

The challenge of building consensus for, and policies that support, technological fluency raises

a number of issues for policymakers. These include the question of teacher competence, the

amount and kinds of testing necessary to track progress, issues of equity, and implications

for research.

LL 9
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(!ntr uod

A recent hearing of the Technology Subcommittee of the
Science Committee of the U.S. House of Representatives
posed.the question "Technology in the classroom: panacea or

Pandora's box?" The juxtaposition is an intriguing one but suggests that technology

is, in and of itself, either the answer to educators' prayers or a dire threat whose ramifications

have yet to be understood. Like many past inquiries into technology effectiveness, it places

the focus on' technology as an independent variable, which is a simplistic view that

researchers have come to reject. Effective use of technology is the result of many factors,

chief of which is the teacher's competence and ability to shape technology-based learning

activities to meet students' needs. Other factorssoftware, access, time to try new things

affect the impact of technology on students and their achievement, as has been noted in

many past analyses.' But another key element, one that may seem obvious, has, in fact, been

overlooked in many past studies of the effects of computer-based learning in the classroom.

One recent study put it succinctly: "The effect of computer-based learning technologies in

facilitating student learning and performance is seen only when participants have the knowl-

edge and skill to use the technology."' The authors report that perhaps because of the

"assumed power of the technology" past researchers have not evaluated the knowledge and

skill base necessary for students to use technology most effectively. This paper reviews how

that knowledge and skill basewhat may be called the "necessary skills for technological

fluency"has been defined in the past, how it is changing, how it is measured, and how

standards in the field will affect the evolving definition of these necessary skills.

11
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FIGURE 1

What do students need to know and do with technology? Unlike
the more stable content and goals we have for other areas of school study, technology con-

Itinues to change and evolve. Although what students learn in first grade is almost universally,'

standard: early reading, writing, and arithmetic skills, perhaps some science and music and,art

produCtionwhat students should be learning with and-about technology keeps changing.
_

The Office of Technology Assessment Teachers and Technology
3

report stAgests a roller-coaster

that schools and teachers are required to ride as they attempt to adjust to the-constantly

changing definitions of appropriate technology emphasis.

In the early 1980s, when personal computers first were finding their way/into schools around

the country, we thought students should learn to program in BASICthe language that makes

computer work (see figure 1). This was followed by a fascination with LOGO to help students

think. Then came our love affair with drill and practice applications on integrated systems

to bring up test scores, individualize instruction, and, not incidentally, make technology

manageable without much training on the part of teachers/but then classroom-based/word-

processing programs came on the scene, and educators deemed it important to teach students

to use computers for composing and writing. Then came curriculum-specific tools, stIch. as

...history databases, simulations, microcomputer-based/labs, and so forth. Just as that emphasg--

was taking hold, along came multimedia, with the 'spotlight turned to hypertext programming

so that students could create dynamic products/for an audience. And now, in the late 1990s,

we find that the Internet is the holy

grail whereby students will-

'connect with rich educa- Zvilmien
tic:Mal resources throughout 7/

the world.

1?Orafigr.i69r.)

program

"Teach students
RATIONALE: to think, not

just program."

%eta
VRIZIRG14 *RigiCa*

1411401LO 4C18 program

%mfadIA/ mon%
integrated 6146

VCAD ns Env pEa@gW(4:4Rcy,

"It's the language
RATIONALE: that comes with

your computer."

"Individualize
RATIONALE: instruction and

increase test
scores."

Source.: H.,..1.:Becker, "Analysis and Trends ofSchool Use of New Information Technologies,"

\ Office of Technology Assessment contractor reiiort, March, 1994.
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How can a state, a district, a school, or a teacher keep up with these changing technology

goals for students? Although it can be argued that each focus builds on the one th'at preceded

it, just as educators get their arms around one approach, with the attendant investments in

software, training and possible curricular readjustments, the prevailing wisdom about appro-
I

priate technology use changes. Indeed, this prevailing wisdom about appropriate technology
I

use in schools is neither prevai,ling nor probably all that wise. Add to this the progression in

hardware, getting ever more powerful and more versatile, and comparable_software advances,

and one can understand the term technology i Mi_plannng ght be considered an oZymoron.
. --

why/

Is there a synthOs develOping today, or have we moved to yet another cycle of dhanging //
--expectations? As educators struggle to find the most appropriate ways to employ the ever /,

More powerful technologies available to them, several factors are creating new emphases/
,..,

/ /
Today'Clefinitions of technological fluency evolved from the intersection created by the tech-

nology pull, that i's, advances in what the technology can do and how it is used in the /odd/
beyond the classroom-,,as well as the pedagogical push, changing views of learning reflected/ .

.7 -...
in the educiatonal standards, and assessments that drive instruction. To appreciate'how thisi I

synthesis has evolved, and continues to evolve, let us review how past large-scale national
./ s.

and'international assessments measured technology skills.

irff8Tliff124 .mA.) cad

GJIA KAI) 4(318 processing.

"Use computers
RATIONALE: as tools, like

adults do."

//
tit;fl4

frIIKIMa
roxe6a*/ an VOLD Ma

RATIONALE:

progr. mming.

"Change the
curriculum, students
learn best by creating
products for
an audience."

udlOfo

caufnlatlima
/ TIMIPG24 Peoifi gr:Clklag.

history d5IfksIgt
4@l1.0 17138 aAtgwig WaisikOciA,

hts cool)g4

"Integrate the
RATIONALE: computers with

the existing
curriculum."

15

41GAIIN4
cznIgMera

taq VaLD VC)8 oAactaffiumbmaca,

"Let students
RATIONALE: be part of the

real world."
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ational a International Assessments of
Computer Competence ,

In 1983, the landmark report A Nation at,kisk4 identified
computer competence as a fourth basic skill. But what was rneant by
computer competence? In the early 1980s, when computers were a novelty and theiir workings

a mystery to most users (even more so than today), the emphasis was on

computer literacy, defined as understanding computers.'and knowing

their parts. Because programming made computers useful, pro-

gramming was emphasized. And, since the early school

computer uses borrowed from those used in business, a gen-

,P.

p dish.

(...----'---
Put dough in a iI Grese

pil dish. Open can of cherry pil filling
and pour it in pidish. Bake at 350 degrees for

45 minutes and let cool.

n "Pie" is spelled wrong four times.
What is the best way to fix this problem?

Search and Replace 0 Insert
0 Move 0 Delete

(or Cut and Paste)

Percent Correct
by Grade Level

3 7 11

57.1 67.0 70.7

St
Put dough in a pie dish. Grge

pie dish. Open can of cherry pie filling and

pour it in pie dish. Bake at 350 degrees for 45

minutes and let cool.

The word "grease" is spelled wrong. What
command is the best way to fix this one error?

0 Search and Replace Insert

0 Move 0 Delete
(or Cut and Paste)

Put dough in a pie dish.

Grease pie disT) Open can of cherry pie
filling and pour it in pie dish. Bake at 350

degrees for 45 minutes and tet cool.

F Percent Correct
by Grade Level

3 7 11

17.4 29.5 60.3

eral awareness of tools such as word processing, spreadsheets,

and databases was considered important.

NATIONAL ASSESSMENT OF EDUCATIONALPROGRESS

The first national. assessment of computer com-

petence, conducted as a part of the National
Assessment of Educational. Progress (NAEP),5

focused on those elements. During the 1985-86
school year, NAEP surveyed third-, seventh-, and eleventh-grade

students on their knowledge and skills in using a computer, using

questions dealing with recognition or recall of specific facts and
The words "Grease pie dish" should go before
"Put dough in a pie dish." What is the best way

to fix this problem?

0 Search and Replace 0 Insert
Move 0 Delete
(or Cut and Paste)

Percent Correct
by Grade Level

3 7 11

27.6 48.4 67

Re

14

a
Que-stio

A class used a
computer to store information about

all 50 states in a database Like the one below.

NAME OF STATE:
STATE BIRD:
STATE FLOWER:
DATE STATE BECAME PART OF THE UNITED STATES:

A library has a
computerized file of its books. A reader of

science fiction wants to search the file and print a report
like the one below. What would be the best procedure to follow?

Science Fiction Books Published after 1960
AUTHOR

ASIMOV, ISAAC

ASIMOV, ISAAC

ASIMOV, ISAAC

ASIMOV, ISAAC

CLARKE, ARTHUR C.

CLARKE, ARTHUR C.

CLARKE, ARTHUR C.

CLARKE, ARTHUR C.

TITLE

TRIANGLE

FANTASTIC VOYAGE

THE FOUNDATION TRILOGY

THE GODS THEMSELVES

2001: A SPACE ODYSSEY

REPORT ON PLANET THREE

THE LOST WORLDS OF 2001

IMPERIAL EARTH

DATE

1961 '

1966
1972
1974 ,

1968
1972
1972
1976 ,

Percent
Correct by
Grade Level

7 11

23.5 28.8

Can the class use the database to
list all states that have red flowers?

Yes No

Can the class use the database to
list all states that have the

daisy as their state flower?

Yes 0 No

Percent Correct
Grade 3
42.1

Percent Correct
Grade 3
58.2

0 Sort by title and author, select year greater than 1960, print

0 Sort by author and title, select year less than 1960, print

Sort by author and date, select year greater
than 1960, print

0 Sort by author, select year less than
1960, sort by title, print

16



You type these lines:
10 PRINT 5 * 7
20 PRINT 5 + 7
RUN

.,, What does the computer print
after you type RUN?

N,
1

ideas and procedures related to the use of computers,(see fig-

ures 2-5). Although students did well on identifyingRarts of a

computer, their overall performance on questions related stoomputer appli-
,

cations (word processing, graphics, databases, and spreadsheets) was much

lower, as was their knowledge of programming (third- and sevenin-graders

were asked questions about LOGO and BASIC, and eleventh-graders,'ques-

dons on BASIC and Pascal). Despite the emphasis on programming at\this

point in the "prevailing wisdom" continuum, students knew little about

0 Nothing 05 * 7
5 + 7

35
1

12 035 12

programming in the languages most commonly taught in schools at

that time.

'In their analysis, the authors of the NAEP report provided a

Oamework for examining the differences in outcomes, especially

those factors related to gender, race, and ethnicity; computer use in

and \outside school; and parental education. Although the analysis was

Percent Correct
by Grade Level
3 7 11

9.1 24.0 34.4

You type these lines:
10 PRINT "MONDAY"
LIST

What does the computer print
after you type LIST?

0 Nothing 0 MONDAY

10 PRINT 0 PRINT
"MONDAY" "MONDAY"

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

BASIC to print this:
Write a program in

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

COMPUTER

Percent Correct
by Grade Level

3 7 11

35.9 41.1 44.7

Percent Correct by Grade Level
3 7

Incorrect 23.0 32.4
Partial 0.2 3.5

Correct 1.0 15.2
mit 75.7 48.9

10 FOR = 1 TO 5
PRINT "comPuTER"

30 NEXT A
Note: This is one possible
solution frequently offered
by students.

made by region, type of community, and the experience of computer coordinators,

a breakdown by socioeconomic status was not developed in this report, nor were there any

data that provided insights on kinds of computer use by various populations of students.

The NAEP national assessment of computer competency has not yet been repeated, but in

the 1994 stUdent assessment in the areas of U.S. history, geography, reading, and mathe-

matics, contextual information about computer use was collected from students,

teachers, and administrators. Computer access and use

data were not analyzed, however, against data

a ple

Specific
a ca

FUNCTION Get Value
(VAR A, B: integer): integer;

BEGIN A : = A + 1;
B : = B + 1;
Get Value : = A + B
END;

PROCEDURE Work(First, Second: integer);
CONST Stop = 10;

BEGIN writeln(First);
REPEAT
writeln(Second)
UNTIL (jet Value(First, Second) > Stop
END;

that tracked the kinds of use against stu-

dent achievement levels.

Cluetio

, What would happen if the value of Stop
\ were changed to 0 and the procedure call\

Work(5,7) were made?

0 Get Value would never be called.

Get Value would only be called once.

o Get Value would be called 12 times.

.-_ OThe loop would never stop.
-------___

Figures 2-5 Source: M.E. Martinez and N.A.
Mead, "Computer Competence: The First National
Assessment," Educational Testing Service, April, 1988:

17

Percent Correct

Grade 11

28.3
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FIGURE, 6

Percentagee
ege° OUTA

Gbprrar9g puterr
uperience,

SCHOLASTIC ACHIEVEMENT TEST

.
Another national measure, again considering computer usage

rather than skills, comes frorrycent data on course-taking
,

patterns\of college-boundsdhiors. More than one million students/the 1996
Z

high school graduates who participated in the Scholastic Achievement Test (SAT) program

during their high, school years provided information on the kinds of computer technology theyz
used in the classroom in various areas, as well as changes over time.

6

In 1996, most students
\

used the computer for word processing in English courses, followed by comp
iuter

literacy.

Onl,vbfiut one-quarter of respondents reported using computers for solving math

/probkrns, processing data, or programming their computers. Slighily more that

one in\ten used computers to solve problems in the natural scienCes and even

fewer, to solve problems in the social sciences. Nine

percent reported no course work or 'experience/

in computer use, a drop from 26 perc7t

in 1987. Although there werga)ins in

word processing (from 36to 72

percent) and in Eng1)0 cdurses

(up from 12 percent in 1987o

44 percent )n 1996), there,

was a decline in program-

ming 04 the decade (from

44 to 24 percent) and in

thy/use of technology to

solve math problems (30

ipercent reportedin. 1987'
/versus 27 percent in 1996).

(See figure 6.)

Use

\ N d

proces""g

compute'otea

EnglishUs Coufses 27%
math

0ble

D ata

P rocessing

Con1PurTct

progcam'ivn

Istaturalp,c3rjeilIcles

140 no

la\ SCienCeSO pobVeMS

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

PERCENTAGE OF COLLEGE-BOUND SENIORS

* Who took the SAT
Source: College Board data published in R.J. Coley, J. Cradler and PS. Engel, "Com uters and Classrooms: The Status of Technology in U.S. Schools,"
Policy Information Report, Princeton, NJ, Policy Information Center, Educatio Testing Service, May, 1997.

80
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE EVALUATIONF

ji EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Measures of computer literacy, not unlike th'Pse
1 .

in the first NAEP study, were targeted in the Computers) in

Education Study undertaken by the International AssociatIon
___

for the...EA/at-it-ion of EducaiiiiKal-Achievement (IEA). (Althlugh a

study in 1989 looked at computer access in 22 coun-tnot until the 1992 study /. was an
---.:---

vv./..----\attempt made to test and analyze basic computer knowledge and skills.) Twelve/countries\ ./
participated in the 1992 study, with test items developed and re-Nviewed by arpternational\
team

\and translated into several languages. In the 1992 U.S. sample, 11,284 students in\ X
573 schools were surveyed. As a part of the overall study, which also looked at

computer
\
equipment, teacher training, and out-of-school and in-school7use of\\ /

computers, students were tested on their practical computer knowjedge. The/
curriculum an\alyses from the earlier study revealed that little consensus

either within or across countries regarding computer go, making it a\
challenge to desig(1 an assessment instrument}he'<nstrument that was

developed, called die\ Functional Informay,Technology Test, tested what

students needed to fukiction effectyly-with information-related tasks. The

test items were built arounc,,ncepts (e.g., "dialing a telephone number is an

example of input";:datvre stored on a disk"), computer handling (e.g., "how to

restart a computer after freezing"; "why is a backup copy on another diskette needed?")\

and applications (e.g., "which program is suited for similar letters to several people?"; "inter-
\

pretation of a spreadsheet screen").8 Computer programming was not tested. In general,

Western European students had the highest scores, followed by American students and

Japanese students.

An analysis of the 1992 IEA study noted that, despite spending considerable time learning .--
--..,........

1 --
about computers;.the United Stat "--es did not give its students nearly as much formal or stru--___

1
...---

puter knowledge as d
,tured opportunities to learirpractital comid Austria, -Geriii
i

a-ny, and the....
Netherlands. Western European cou1ntries required computer-related classes (informatics) at!

1

the lower secondary level, but in thp United States computer classes were more likely to be/

elective, not required. In comparirig perforhiance by ethnic groups in the United States',

although ethnic minorities were morel likely to report using computers and receiving instructio

19
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in computing in school, the achievement ,orf practical computer knowledge of Native Amer-

ican, Hispanic, and African2Americancstudents was about 10 points lower than that of Asian

and white students in both the eighth-and the eleventh grades.

\\
The IEA computer test has not been repeated, al-ihough another international assessment has

been discussed, perhapsfin the 2000-2001 school yea'r: It is unclear, however, whether the

National Science Foundation (NSF) will support U.S. participation, in part because of the dif-

ficulty of defining what should be tested and developing such
\
instruments and appropriate

test items. A smaller study, funded by NSF and the U.S. Departmeht,of Education, will be

undertaken in the winter of 1997-98 to survey how U.S. teachers use technology in their

teaching, whether for traditional forms of instruction or for more-constructivi, project-based

learning activities. Although more limited in scope, this survey will provide the first national

window on teachers' use of technology since the 1992 IEA study and could help us,better

understand how computers are used to support classroom instruction.
9

N.

Although past national and international assessments help us understand how far we have

co'hie as a nation in student technological understandings and skills, it is useful/

to step back and look at the factors that influence today's definitions of the

skills necessary for technological fluency. These include the demands, of

expanding information and communication resources, business influences,

natiorial leadership, and the curriculum standards movement (see figure 7).

Taken together, they suggest that today's definition of technological literacy is a

combination Of information skills and literacy, communications

skills and literaey, and the skills necessary to function in

a technological environment.
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INFORMATION LITERACY IN THE AGE-OF THE INTERNET

Con Cern about information literacy-predates the computer
,age. In language arts, there has long been an emphasis on''teasching students to analyze the,/
written word and the messages found therein. With the influenCe, of television in our daily

/ lives, many have called for toots that help students interpret, critique, and evaluate what/
they see on television and in movies and videos. Today's rapid growth 'of the Internet and

the access it provides to large amounts of information, however, have ignited a firestorm of

concern regarding the need for information literacy. Unlike the information students received

from earlier forms of mediatextbooks, television, documentaries, library materials, all of

which have been carefully researthed, documented, and selected for publication and presen-

tation, especially when used in educational settingswhat comes across on the Internet is

undigested information, provided alike by experts and novices, scholars and shysters,\peda-

gogues and pedophiles. The days when teachers and parents were able to control; and

orchestrate all the information presented to students are gone. The technology of the Inteinet

\will force the development of broader information literacy skills for all students if we expea

them to sort the wheat/from the chaff, the true from the untrue, the rumor from the real. In

order,to work, learn,-and flourish in what has been called the infosphere, students will ne.ed

to becoMe,skilledAn

Finding information from a variety of sources

-..-Evatuating information

Making critical judgments about the information's value, reliability, and validity

Creating and distributing information and knowledge via the many communication

' formstext, video, graphics, conversationthat come together in today's technology-

'mediated communication formats

As notechin one state technology plan,

2_2 19
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BUSINESS DEMANDS

The Internet is just one of many technologies that will_
be centr4 to the environment in whiich students live

and work:2\,1\lot surprisingly, the business community/las been an important voice\cling

for students to de\velop technological literacy. As early as 1991, in the Department of Lab<

report What Work lequires of Students," the SecretaryiCommission on Achieving Necessary

Skills (SCANS) identified the following as necessary for employment in the workplace:

Resource allocation skillshandling time, money, materials, space, and staff

Interpersonal skill\sworking on teams, tea/ching others, serving customers, leading,

negotiating, and working well with people from culturally diverse backgrounds

Information skillsA1acquiring and evaluating data, organizing and maintaining files,
./

interpreting and com cunicating, and using computers to process information

\- Systems skillsunderstanding social, organizational, and technological systems,
1 /

monitoring and correcting performance, and designing or improving systems

\
-> Technology skillsseleicting equirent and tools, applying technology to specific tasks,

and maintaining and troubleshooting technologies

As suggested-by...former Secr1etary of Labor Robert Reich and others, these skills are required in

the expanding global econcry-irwhich American business must operate.14 Succescin this

global economy requires high-pferformance industries that can create new products and high-

quality services, or that 1 add value to existing goods and services. In turn, these

high-performance industrieVill be built around a workforce composed of flexible individuals

who are able to change, adapt, and move with the opportunities technology and innovation
4

offer. Management at al/ l levels will require a cadre of "symbolic analysts," individuals who
I

are competent in workin, g iwith abstractions, facile with systems thinking, comfortable with
/ I

experimentation, and/abli to work collaboratively to solve problems. In Reich's view, "The

symbolic analyst wields equations, formulae, analogies, models, constructs, categoriesrand/ / .------metaphors in order/to creiate possibilities for reinterpreting, and then rearranging, the chaos

of data that are already swirling around us."15 He suggests that-today's schools do not suppott

/
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this kind of learning: "For most children in the United States and arciund the world; formal

education entails just the opposite kind of learning. Rather than construct meanings for

themselves, meanings are imposed upon them. What is to be learned is prepackaged

into lesson plans, lectures, and textbooks. Reality has already been'simplified;

the obedient student has only to commit it to memory."

*WV
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NEW VIEWS OF LEARNING
N.,,,

The SCANS report, Reich's analysis, and\othetwake-up
..,

\ \
calls from the business sector are supported\by theories CA\

'1)\ \ .f, 4

of learning that have developed over the lastdecade-
16

, and-a-half. Schools during the last century were typically structure`d\.around %
\

a behaviorist learning theory in which teaching was telling and learning was mem-

\orizing. This transmission model fit the factory-like organization of schools ofthe

industrial age.
17

New views of cognition support a constructivist view that does rick

dispute the importance of learning basic skills but holds that "advanced skills of \

comprehension, reasoning, composition, and experimentation re acquired not

throligh the transmission of facts but through the learner's interaction with con-

tent.;\18 This approach takes advantage of a student's natural ability to learn
through, experience and to "create mental structures which organize and synthesize

the information and experiences which the individual encounters in the world."19

Information and communication technologies such as the Internet support this

approach tO teaching and [earning, which encourages learning in authentic con-
\

texts, collaboration and external supports, and use of multiple primary source

materials and'resources as welt as textbooks.

FEHRAL LEADERSHIP AND NATIONAL STANDARDS /I

Federal lead6rship, from the identification/of computer
literacy as a fourth basic skill in A Wation-at Risk in 1983 to

the current emphasis on education-al technology in the
Clinton administration, has-brbught important attention and

_ 20

resources to the-picture. The curre'nt Technology Literacy Challenge Initiative is

built around four pillarscomPuters, connections content, and competencybut there is
,

less clarity in defining how students should 'use these tools and what might be considered.-
,

technological literacy as a result of investments in these areas.
21

Because the United-Sfates,-
unlike many other countries, does not kave,a national curriculum, this is not stfrprising. However,

r,
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an emergiv consensus on what students should learn, buildingin the national curriculum stan-

dards, has been developed over the last several years by a ranige''of pmfessional associations.
\ / N

Those standards have helped develop curriculum standards and
/
ibenchmarks (some are now being

drafted) at the state and district level in the areas of mathematics, scienNce,history, language
\
\ / X

arts, geography, the arts, civics, economics, foreign languages, health, physical education, and
/ Xsocial studies.22\

/
Such standards vary in scope, level of detail, and format, as well asXin how

clearly technolo ical skills are identified within the content and competencies they propose.

\
A strong force in sthndards-based reform is the New Standards Project, begun in 1991, by the

1 /National Center for Education and the Economy (http://www.ncee.org). With substantial sup-
\

port from philanthropic foundations, this voluntaily coalition of states and local school
1 /

districts was created to conduct research, produce assessment instruments, and establish pro-
1 /

fessional development models to improve teaching and learning in core academic subjects
/

throughout American s\chools. 23 Performance standards extend across all school levels and are
\ /

available in English language arts, mathematics, science, and applied learning. These stan-
/

dards build on the corisensus content standards developed by the national professional

associations noted above\ They also include "New Standards Reference Examinations" designed
/

1
/

to measure student achievement in mathematics and English language arts, using a mix of tra-
I /

ditional text items and performance tasks that call upon students to solve complex problems.
I

Computer skills are not distinguished as/discrete standards, but are embedded in content
1 /

standards and applied learning skills. The New York City Board of Education has adopted these
I /

standards for all New York City public schools.

Two sets of frameworks und\er development by professional associations directly focus on tech-
/

nology education and inform
I

ationliteracy. The "technology literacy" standards were proposed

by the InternationalleElinology_Education Association (ITEA); the "information literacy"-a'an-

dards were prepared by the Ass/ciation of American SERidl LibTaiians and the Association of

Educational Communications and Technology.

/
ITEA Standards The ITEA, with funding from the National Science Foundation and the

4
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, created the Technology for All Americans Pro-

/1
ject, which aims to develop standards for K-12 technology education. The framework seeks to

/ I
address "What experiences, abilities, and knowledge are needed for technological literacy?

/
What exactly should a

/
person know about and be able to do with technology? What should-be

/ / -------the content of this literacy effort?" In Phase I of the project, a 25-member national commis-/ 1 --------
sion created the consensus document Technology for All Americans:-A Rationale and Structure

21\
25
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for the Study of Technology in 1995-96. Phase II, scheduled for October, 1996, through Sep-
,/

tember, 1999, will develop K-12 content standards with benchmarks at second, fifth, eighth,

and twelfth grades. The focus is technology as a subject as opposed to a vehicle foi learning

other subjects. The first draft, which was developed in October, 1996, and is:now being

reviewed nationally, is composed of two frameworks: knowledge of technology ("what every

child should be able to know") and processes with technology ("what every child should be

able to do"). Technology is considered across three macrosystems: information technology,

physical technology, and biotechnology.

Association of American School Librarians/Association for Educational Commu-

nications and Technology Standards Iriformation literacy is the focus of

the standards being developed by the Association of American School

Librarians (AASL) and the Association for Educational Communications and

Technology (AECT).
25

Although their guidelines are aimed at school library

media programs and professionals, they have been correlated to lea'rning concepts developed

under other national association standards. The draft for these standards, which is still under

review, has three main categories, nine standards, and 29 indicators that correspond to infor-

mation-age skills needed for twenty-first-century success. The first category, called information

literacy, is the area where school library media programs have the most direct resporisibility.

This category includes the standards "access information efficiently and effectively" and "ev.all

uates information critically and competently," skills important for all areas of the curriculum.

The second category, independent learning, calls for the learner who "pursues information

related to personal interests"; "appreciates and enjoys literature and other creative expres-

sions of information"; and "strives for excellence in information-seeking and knowledge-

generation." These 'characteristics, key to one who is prepared for lifelong learning, echo the

words of the president of Smith College, who welcomed an entering freshman class with the

words, "The goal of a liberal arts education should be to make your mind an interesting place

in which to spend the rest of your life."26 The-third category, socidl responsibility, seeks to

ensure that our schools produce the citizens necessary to support and maintain a free and pro-

ductive society, with learners who "recognize the importance of information to a democratic

society" and "participate effectively in groups to pursue and generate information."

-2,8



'Standards and Assessments

Although the national standardfor curriculum and content
provide useful. guidance, policymake'rs at the state and dis-

trict levels continue to struggle with Whether they should
define and measure learning goals for technology (what I call

first-level technology skills) or define and measure learning

through technology (second-level technology skills). Like most
\ educational activities in this country, there is considerable variation across states, districts,

and schools in curriculum, assessment, and daily programs. Defining and assessing standards

f6r developing student technological skills and use covers a wide range: in some cases, in a

special computer curriculum, in others, embedded within the learning goals in other content

areas. Given below is the flavor of this variation. Although by no means an exhaustive survey,

it does provide a snapshot of approaches being tried in some states and districts.

SELECTE'D STATE APPROACHES TO TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS

According to state technology directors responding to
an inforMal survey conducted by the Office of Educational
Technology at the U.S. Department of Education, student
technology\standards are typically embedded in state

_27

curriculum gUides. Twenty states reported embedded standards; only eight states

reported separate technology standards at the state level. Examples of both approaches are

given below.

North Carolina North Carolina has developed a computer skills curriculum, with objectives

and performance outcomes defined for each grade level (see figure 8).28 The stakes are high:

Beginning with the class of 2000, mastery of computer proficiencies will be a requirement for

graduation. The knowledge component and demonstration assessment will be administered in

the eighth grade. The competency goals and tasks are grade-level specific, with many sup-

ported by lesson plans, resource materials, and suggested software. Competencies are also

required for educators (see "Implications for Policy" beginning on page 45).

29
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FIGURE 8

ubhc Sc ools-of North CaroLina

Computer Skills Curriculum

Mary

COMPETENCY GOAL 1:

The learner will understand important issues of a technology-based societ an will exhibit ethical behavior
in the use of computer technology.

0 Explain that the copyright law prot cts what a person or a company has created and
placed on a diskette.

Identify the ways technology has changed the lives o eopte in communities.

O Draw a "before" and an "after" pictur7 f a way technology has changed a community.
Write a short description of each i lustration.

0 Telt why it is against t e law to make a copy of a copyrighted software program
to give to a friend.

O Role-play situation that involve illegal copying of another person's computer work
or software. Discus why copying or receiving such software is wrong.

COMPETENCY GOAL 2:

The learner will demonstrate knolnledge and skills in using computer technology.

Identify the physical compo ents of a computer system as either input, output,
or processing devices.

O Label pictures of a co puter keyboard, disk drive, monitor, printer, mouse, and CPU as input,
output, or processing d6vices.

Demonstrate proper keyboarding tec iques for keying all letters.

O Using a keyboarding device or c mputer, show the proper technique to type each key as it is
called out by the teacher.

O Given keyboarding software or a keyboarding devic, use home-row keyboarding techniques
to type appropriate vocabulary words.

Resources: Key It Correctly! Lesson Plan

Resources: Key Vocabulary Words! Lesson Plans

r)
)



Grade Level Three
Use a word-processing program to load, enter, save, and print text.

O Given a story-starter file, load the file into your computer and
type sentences that complete the story. Save and print the story.

Resources: Get in the Green Lesson Plan

O After loading a class journal file into your computer, enter a brief summary of
today's activities and save the journal file for the next day.

Resources: Halloween Tales Lesson Plan

Use commercial software in content areas.

O Use computer programs to practice
multiplication skills.

O Use computer programs to reinforce
concepts of prefixes and suffixes.

Demonstrate correct use of hardware and software.

O Make up a skit that demonstrates the correct and incorrect operation
and handling of hardware and software.

Competency Goal 2: General Additional Resources

KID'S STUDIO from Spring 1995 Media Advisory List
FLYING COLORS from Winter 1994 Media Advisory List

CLICK D. MOUSE HYPERCARD CONSTRUCTION SET from Fall 1994 Media Advisory List

HYPERSTUDIO from Summer 1994 Media Advisory List

29



E-Lossary

COMPETENCY GOAL 1:
The Learner will understand important issues of a technology-based society and wil-eXhibit ethical
behavior in the use of computer technology.

0 Identify technological skills required for various careers.

0 Distinguish between different types o data as to which are public and which are private.

0 Assume the role of "boss" in a business or/professional firm. List technological skills
necessary for workers in the firm.

410
State the need for protecti

0 Given a list of several types of information, categorize which should/should not be readily
available to others in a database (e.g., name, age, height, weight, favorite color, number of
siblings, favorite music/group, preferred pizza topping).

0 Word process a letter to the editor of the school newspaper on why student test scores,
attendance, or detention/suspension records should be private data.

0 Find articles about computer viruses in newspapers or in a print/electronic magazine
index. Report findings to the class. Discuss ways of protecting against such viruses.

n of software and hardware from computer viruses.

0 Working in a group,\chart and report the possible effects of computer viruses
\

on at Least two of the following: schools, businesses, health services, scientific research,
or national defense.

COMPETENCY GOAL 2:
The learner will demonstrate knowLedge al,d skills in using computer technology.

Revise word-processed text to be a simpLe desktop published document.

Given a word-processed file, chang titles and selected text to bold style.

Resources: North Carolina and the American Revolution (Lesson 1) Lesson Plan

4111) Given a word-processed file and a collection of clip art, rearrange the text\
to "paste" the clip art selections, either by computhr or by paper and tape/glue.

Resources: North Carolina and the American Revolution (Lesson 2) Lesson Plan

Competency Goal 2: General Additional Resources

Spring 1995 Media Advisory List
HOW MULTIMEDIA COMPUTERS WORK



Grade Level Eight
Winter 1994 Media Advisory List

FLYING COLORS

VIRTUS VR

FAMILY TREE MAKER VERSION 2.0 DELUXE CD-ROM EDITION

Summer 1994 Media Advisory List
HYPERSTUDIO

COMPETENCY GOAL 3:
The learner will use a variety of computer technologies to access, analyze, interpret, synthesize, apply and
communicate information.

O Given a prepared database, use sorting and searching techniques to solve a specific problem.

O Enter and edit data into a prepared spreadsheet to test "What if?" statements.

O Given a database of the counties of North Carolina, identify counties in the coastal region
that would be desirable for opening a pediatric clinic.

Resources: NC County Hunters, Inc. Lesson Plan

O Given a database of the counties of North Carolina, identify counties in the mountain region
that would be preferable for retirement.

Resources: NC County Hunters, Inc. Lesson Plan

O Given a prepared spreadsheet with the relative gravity of each planet, determine the weight
of five objects on each planet.

Resources: Astronomy Mission Lesson Plan

0 Given a prepared spreadsheet on the income from shrimping in North Carolina, test
"What if?" scenarios by entering possible amounts of pollutants dumped into the water,
and observing the resuLting effects on shrimp harvests.

Resources: SOS: Save our Shrimping Industry Lesson Plan

Competency Goal 3: General Additional Resources

Spring 1995 Media Advisory List
mPOWER

Winter 1994 Media Advisory List
VIRTUS VR

EXEGY

FAMILY TREE MAKER VERSION 2.0 DELUXE CD-ROM EDITION

Summer 1994 Media Advisory List
HYPERSTUDIO

MEDIASOURCE: HISTORICAL LIBRARYVOLUME 1
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world. The DoDEA's approach is similar-to-North Carolina's in

its grade-level specificity of technology skills. A set of strategic skills for/ '---
student learning, including technology skills, has been created for

K-6 level, and high school standards are under deveyliment. The K-6

technology skills are grade-level and topic specific and/include applications

and programming, technology responsibilites, database searches,

and cooperative learning (see/figure 9). Following a
GRADE -----------.., /

teacher assessment, student proficiencies in tech-
9-12
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\ nology skills will be developed, currently part of"--------
N,

/
their planning/,for the 1999-2000 school/year.
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Texas As early as 197, Texas defined computer literacy and built

a curriculum guide and course r7tenals to support the integration of computer

skills within the Texas ess/ential knowledge and skills frameworkfl In the

spnng of-1992, the state board of education approved the creation of a

computer-based techriblogy-assessment designed to determine-the com-

/puter proficiency of middle school students. It was to be administered solely

*1 7 on the computer/with machine scoring offering immediate feedback to the

) student and diagnostic feedback to the

\ teacher. The three dor/nains to be tested ------s-ruu.s

were foundation concepts (unde RELATEDrstanding the rela- /\ / ( Careers in Technology\tionships of technology ,components, basic\ /
functional software packages and the application Technology Terminology]

of these packages, and.problems and issues in Social/Economic
Impact

Applioatoo )

using technology

s-3.
\/

GRADE

VGOOPERATIVE EMUS m Ansi Ellnoam 9-12\

Cross Curricutar/Grade 0 Ea
Group Decision Making 0 rir

Peer Teaching
0 D I.
341

GRADE
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0 0

Source: B. Shriver, "K-12 Educational
Technology and Business Standards,"
DoDEA, Arlington, VA, August, 1997.
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Although these concepts continue to be taught, and a

draft of the assessment was developed and dis-
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tributed to districts in the spring of 1995 as

\ a guideline for technology integration,
\ the statewide testing was canceled by

\] the legislature. Instead, only founda-

tion areas (e.g., math, language arts)

/ were included in the statewide testing

7 program. The Texas Education Authority is

exploring the possibility of making the corn-

puter-based technology assessment instrument

available to districts for local use.

California As a result of recordmendations made by the California Education Technology Task

Force in its 1996 report Connect, Comfiute, and Compete,
32

California is developing technology-

based content and performance standards for students, as well as for their teachers. The draft

report provided by the Education Council for Technology in Learning recommended to the

state board that technology standards should be inco'rporated into the core content academic

and performance standards being developed for state apprOval.
33

Belie.ving that young children

exposed to technology may well possess skills and knowledge far beyond those of their high

school or even college counterparts, the California plan does mit C'orrelate technology knowl-

edge and proficiency with specific grade levels. Instead, three levelsOf student proficiency

standards have been identified: threshold, basic, and advanced. Each leVel is defined with

objectives, followed by performance standards. No teting per se is defined, but the perfor-

mance standards require that the student demonstrate the ability to use, access, develop,

prepare, evaluate, and perform appropriate functions related to these levels. Rather than align

these standards to content requirements in ariy academic field, the council has recommended

that this alignment be undertaken with grade progression and graduation requirements being

developed for state board approval.
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FIGURE 10

English Reading

Common
Curriculum Goals

Content
Standards

Grade 3
Benchmark

Grade 5
Benchmark

Grade 8
Benchmark

CIM/Grade 10
Benchmark

. _

AASL/AECT
National Standards

Connect reading
selections to other
texts, experiences,
issues and events,

Select and use a
variety of information
resources to draw
connections and
expLain relationships
between reading
selections and other
texts, experiences,
issues and events.

Ifiesinformation
resouries,to
connect reIding
selections to other

....
texts, experiences,
issues and events.

Use information
resources to
connect reading
seLections to other

-texts, experiences,
ii"Sues and events,

--...,..

..""i.......

Use information
resources to
connect reading
selections to other
texts, experiences,
issues and events.

...""...,......

Use information
resources to
connect reading
selections to other
texts, experiences,
issues and events.

/
f'

Pursires information related to
peanal interests...

1. seeks information related to
various dimensions of personal
well-being, such as career
interests, community involve-
ment, health matters, and
recreational pursuits.

2. designs, develops, and
evaluates information prod-
ucts and solutions related to
personal interests.

English Literature

Common
Curriculum Goals

Content
Standards

Grade 3
Benchmark

Grade 5
Benchmark

Grade 8
Benchmark

CIM/Grade 10
Benchmark

AASL/AECT
National Standards

Read a variety Read selections Read and identify Read and identify Read end identify Read and identify Recognizes the importance of
of Literary forms
(e.g., novels, poems,
plays, short stories,
autobiographies,
essays) of varying
complexity from a
variety of cuLtures
and time periods,

from a variety of
cultures and time
periods and recog-
nize distinguishing
characteristics of
various Literary
forms,

stories, poems,
plays and nonfic-
tion from a variety
of cuLtures and
time periods,

literary forms,
including novels,
short stories,
poetry, plays and
nonfiction from a
variety of cuLtures
and time periods,

distinguishing/
characteraicS of
a variety of Literary
forms, including
novels, short
stories, poetry,
pLays and,nonfiction
from a variety of
cultures and time
periods.

distinguishing
characteristics of
a variety of literary
forms, including
novels, short
stories, poetry,

kylays and nonfiction
from a variety of
cUltures and time
periods,

information to a democratic
society...

1. seeks information from
diverse sources, contexts,
disciplines, and cultures,

2. respects the principle
of equitable access
to information.

English Writing

Common
Curriculum Goals

Content
Standards

Grade 3
Benchmark

Grade 5
Benchmark

Grade 8
Benchmark

CIM/Grade 10
Benchmark

AASL/AECT
National Standards

Use a variety
of written forms
(e.g., journals, essays,

..short stories, poems,
...

research papers, busi-
nesl'communications,
and technical writing)
to express ideas and
multiple media-to,,
create projects, -`,
presentations,
and publications.

Select and use a
variety of media
and instructional
technology resources
to support student-
created products.

Use information
resources to
support ideas
expressed in
a variety of
written forms,

Use information
resources to '

support ideas
expressed in,a
variety of
written forms,

1

I
I

Use information
resources to
support ideas
expressed in a
variety of
written forms,

Use information
resources to
support ideas
expressed in a
variety of
written forms,

Strives for excellence in
information-seeking and
knowledge-generation...

1. assesses the quality of
the process and products
of one's own information-
seeking.

Source: Oregon Information Literacy Guidelines, Oregon Educational Media Association, Sheryl Steinke, Chair. Draft February, 1997.
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\ \..
Oregon-,.., Technology standards in Oregon, Built around the information literacy guidelines\
developed

..,
6-y the Oregon Educational Media Association,

34

have two parts, one of which is

more developed
.
than the other. Part One, the section of mediXtechnology, reading, writing,

,

,

and literature, is comptete with curriculum goals, content standards, and benchmarks devel-
N' \

oped for grades three, five"eight, and ten in each topic area (see figure 10). Part Two,
Ns, \

Information literacy through specific.curricular areas (science: scientific inquiry and science in

personal and social perspectives; sCidiaLsciences: social science analysis, geography, and

civics; health education; and art), is still13eing developed. Each standarChhas been correlated

,\with AASL and AECT national standards.
\\

Illinois Curriculum standards recently approved by the Illinois State Boird of Education\
integrate technology skills and their assessment throughoutthe subject areas, rather than as\

1
a separate curricular area. The board has adoPted a rich definition of technology: "the corn-

/ X \...___
-, bination of human imagination, inventiveness, and the electronic/optical tools th transform

r \ l
ideas into reality."35 Standards for technology are embedded in thethenchmarks for the cur-

riculum standards rather than as a separateset of competencies. Neither technology-specific
/

nor grade-level-spedfit-benchmarks, they,are built around "six essential learnings in a tech-
./ ./ 1

nological society" (see figure 11). The indicators call for assuring that all students'are
/

Information seekers, navigators, and evaluators

Critical thinkers, analyzers, and selectors of information and technologies appropriate to

the task

- Creators of knowledge/using information resources and technology

Effective commudicators using a variety of appropriate technologies/media

Technical/users

"`
--/Responsible citizens in a technological age
,

37
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Ps(septial

Learnings in a
echnologica

Society

Technology is defined to be the combination of human imagination, inventiveness and

the electronic/optical tools to transform ideas into reality. Effective use of information

and technology will require students to develop new roles in living, learning and working in

an increasingly complex and information-rich society. The following essential [earnings for

technology are fundamental to the work of the Illinois State Board of Education as it develops

content standards, performance standards, and assessments for all academic areas.

The student as information seeker, navigator and evaluator. The student recognizes and values the

breadth of information sources, browses those sources, differentiates and selectively chooses sources based on

soundness and relevancy, and retrieves appropriate information/data using all forms of electronic/optical media,
technology and telecommunications.

The student as critical thinker, analyzer and selector of information and technologies appropriate to the task.

The student uses problem-solving techniques and technology tools to review information and data from a variety of

sources; analyzes, synthesizes and evaluates it; and then transforms the myriad of ideas, data and information into

useful information and knowledge. During this process the student discriminates among a variety of technologies and

electronic/optical media to extend and expand his/her capabilities.

36

SELECTED DISTRICT APPROACHES

School districts, like states, vary in the approachesthey take

to technology skills development and assessment. Two contrlasting
approaches are given below: one emphasizing specific skills (Jefferson County) and one building

around technology embedded in other classroom processes (Cupertino Union School District).

Jefferson County Public Schools One of the largest and most extensive technology skills cur-

riculum and assessment system created by a school district is the Computer Applications Skills

Continuum currently being developed by the Jefferson County Pubiic Schools in Louisville,

Kentucky:7 The 20th-largest school district in the nation, with more than 90,000 students,

Jefferson County has invested heavily in technology and has long been considered a Leader in

computer technology. Nevertheless, when a new superintendent came in three years ago and

asked, "What can the kids do with the technology?" the answer, "Lots of fabulous things,"

wasn't enough for him. He challenged the district to "prove it," and the technology support

personnel in the county set to work. They looked around for what other districts might be

doing to test their students' computer skills and, finding nothing that met their needs, in

1994, began developing their own assessment tool as part of a five-year technology plan.

Considering computer technology as both a "tool for learning" and a "tool to be learned,"

they developed four categories for testing across the K-12 continuum: keyboarding, word-

processing, database, and spreadsheet skills. (Telecommunications/information retrieval and
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The student as creator of knowledge using information resources and technology. The student, both

individually and as a successful member of a team, constructs new meaning and knowledge in all content areas,

combining and synthesizing different types of information through technology, telecommunications and computer

modeling/simulations.

411 The student as effective communicator using a variety of appropriate technologies/media. The student

creates, produces and presents ideas, stories and unique representations of thoughts through a variety of electronic/

optical media by analyzing the task before him/her and the technology tools available, appropriately selecting and using

the most effective tool(s)/media for the purpose and audience.

410 The student as a technical user. The student develops the confidence, competence, information management

strategies and sufficient technical skills to successfully install, setup and use the technology and telecommunications

tools in his/her daily life, work situations and learning environments.

The student as a responsible citizen in a technological age. The student understands the ethical, cultural,

environmental and societal implications of technology and telecommunications and develops a sense of stewardship

and individual responsibility regarding his/her use of technology, media and telecommunications networks.

Source: Illinois State Board of Education, "K-12 Information Technology Plan," Springfield, IL, 1996, pg. 28.

i
\

ethical and legal issues were added in 1997, but students have not yet been tested in the cat-
\ i \

egory of' \telecommunications and information retrieval skills since not enough classrooms
I

have regular access to the Internet.) The emphasis varies with the grade level, and master\y of
\

prior skills provides the base for continued growth (see figure:12). \
,

1\ \
FIGURE 12

An Jefferson County Public Schools
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in Jefferson County Public Schools Computer Applications
Skills Continuum

GRADE 8

KEYBOARDING

11 1 1

38

WORD PROCESSING DATABASE

I 9 I .

. . 1 1

1 11 1

SPREADSHEET

1

.

.

Source: Jefferson County Public Schools Educotional/rechnolOgy Deportment, Louisville, KY.

N ,

For example, in the`1998 plan for first grade, only keyboarding is addressed, but in second /-\\ 1

grade an introduction th each area (except telecommunications) is required. The specific skill /./ ., /
is matched to what the children, are learning in the curriculum (e.g., in second grade, the /

use of periods and questions harls at the end of sentences is listed as a word-processing/
...,,,,

skill, as is using capital letter, when appropriate). For keyboarding, target speeds are sugl

gested starting in the fourth grade (10 words Per.minute (wpm), moving to 15 wpm in fitth
,

N, /
grade and so forth, up to 45 wpm in twelfth grade). Although the plan has what may be con-

N......_ /
sidered arbitrary guidelines (e.g the numerical keypad is given as a sixth-grade skill), it

, -......... /gives teachers a clear sense of what they should be doing with students at various/levels.

The fact that, in the normal course \of events, many of the sixth-grade activitres-may indeed be
---.../

mastered by children in the course Of their computer activities in earlier grades could be.con-

sidered a plus if these competencies'are seen as basic fundamental skills.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS/
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

I . I I 1

11 1

D I

ETHICS AND
LEGAL ISSUES

1

The tests are given to a random sample of 9,000 students, at grades three, five, eight, and

ten, with an annual review of the assessment instrument. The tests have both a paper and

pencil and a computer-based component, The first year of testing confirmed What many had

suggested but had not yet been validatedthat is, that although elemenary students did

well (most scoring at the 95 or 100 percent1 proficiency level), there was a greater variation in

test results as grade levels increased. Thus,.the eighth-grade students had somewhat mixed
1

results, but at the high school level there was 'a huge dichotomy of scores, with some students

scoring at the 0 mastery level and others at 100 percent mastery. Those findings led to a

greater investment in and distribution of computers for middle and highischools and ensuring
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that all high school students participate in computer courses of some kind. In the second

year of testing, 100 percent of the tested students scored at least the 80 percent mastery

level across the K-12 spectrum.

The superintend\ent would like to see all the Jefferson Coynty Public Schools

tested, not just the current 10 percent random sample, put this

creates huge log\rical challenges (for example, making

sure there are en\ough working computers in all/
schools to test sucl-\1 large numbers of students at

once). There are all public relations concerns if

testing results are reported school by school. In
1

1998, as many as 75 percent of, and perhaps all,

\Ielementary students nc ill be tested, but middle

and high school testing
t
will continue to be smgll,

/at least for the time being. Furthermore, in keeping

with the state's interest in portfolios and authentic

assessment, greater use will be made of such test items as
/

"demonstrations of qualitNi work (DQW)." Piloted at the middle school
1 /

testing this year, this portion of the assessment gives a student an hour-and-a-half to solve
1 /

a problem using word processing, a database, and a spreadsheet. The DQW items are being

scored at the district level and the relults are not yet available.

I

Cupertino Union School DistrIct This district's Technology Scope and Sequence was developed

emonstrations
Qualityof

Wor

around three educational plriocess, already occurring in the classroom:8(1) gathering infor-

mation, (2)..organizing information, and (3) composing and publishing. Believing that most/
curricular/content areaccontainfaspects of these three functions, Scope and Sequence directs

teachers on how to integratei/ technology into the curricullini around them. Each section of

Scope and Sequence contains recommended activities, technology-specific skills, possible

applications (hardware and software), and examples of curricular-related activities, as stu-

dents progress through several levels of proficiency. Testing of these skills is not specified,

although a student's movement along the continuum would indicate mastery of the prior level.
/ 1

The guide is independent of grade level (see figure 13).
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FIGURE 13

Cupertino Union School
LEVEL

District Technology

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS

Scope and Sequence
Research

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

one: exploring

Students assisted by teacher

Students investigate electronic_med a

sources to find information for task

Students read/retrieve data from databases
& spreadsheets

Students-Create simple bibliography

,
and citations

Students use simulation software to broaden
learning experiences

Search/navigate CD ROM resources

Use WWW Search engines

Perform single topic searches

Open and read online databases

Read & interpret graphs &
tables & databases

Use software templates for
bibliographies/citations

Run Simulations

CD Encyclopedias, Atlases

Instructional TV

Laserdiscs

Simulations: BodyWorks,
Great Ocean Rescue,
Oregon Trail

Outlining

Note taking-

Mind mapping

Information
compilation
in organized
manner

Bibliography

two: composing

Students assisted by peers/teachers

Students use electronic media features to
efficiently select pertinent information

Students download files from the Web which
make information Locally accessible

Students cite information in appropriate
manner

Students narrow search parameters by using
more than one word

Students communicate with experts via
online discussion groups

Use notepad or note-taking features of CD

Edit/save skills cut, copy, paste skills

Download ttraphics, video, sound...ex, g

Save/Organize data in folders on hard drive

Create formats for bibliographies/citations

Perform Boolean searches (and/or/not...)

Use e-maiL 8, online chat rooms/forums/
bulletin boards

Netscape: Yahoo,
Web Crawler, Excite..,

Word processor

Databases/ Spreadsheets

TOM or TOM Jr.

Online card catalogs,
periodicals, indexes

/

Footnotes and
other citations

Initiate and
participate in
on-line chats

three: refining

Students independently seLect and use
software and devices

Students compile information for complex
research project/problem

Students use multiple sources incLuding
CD ROMS, ITV, Internet & WWW

Students compare, analyze, synthesize
information from dowloaded files

Use technology/software to organize and
interpret collected information

Create Mind Maps, Outlines, Databases,
Graphs/Charts/Tables...

What on Earth, X-Press

Inspiration

MS/Claris Works

MS Word

Compare and contrast
coLLected information

Cupertino Union School
LEVEL

District Technology
Data

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS

Scope and Sequence
Organizing and Analyzing

POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS EXAMPLES

one: exploring,
Database

Students investigate existing,database in
whoLe group setting

Students create whole group database and
input data ,

Students learn database terminology ,.

Spreadsheet ,
Students create whole group spreadsheet and

inputs information
Students produce whoLe group graph/chart
Students learn spreadsheet terminology

Sort (fitter), find, match to meet one condition

Create fields, format fields, enter data

Know terms - field, records, views

(data, List, design, report)

Enter label and value

-, Use "make chart" feature

Know terms - columns, rows, cells

The Graph Club

Cruncher

Microsoft/Claris Works

Student information

Favorites

Animals

Reading tog

CLass surveys

two: composing
Database

Students assisted by peers/teachers to
created database

Students manipulate, present, and analyze
data to convey information

Spreadsheet
Students assisted by peers/teachers to

, create spreadsheet
creates graph/chart
Students use simple formulas
Students_use editing features

Create fields, format field, enter data

Sort (filter) to meet more than one condition

Print using report feature

Enter label and value

Use make and define chart feature

Know that formulas begin with "="
(multiply, subtract...)

Use paste function (sum, average...)

Edit - fill right & down

FileMaker Pro Presidents

States

Explorers

Missions

Literature

Budget

threerefining
Database

Students independently create effective
databases

Students use more sophisticated filters -- ,
and formatting --

Spreadsheet
Students independently create effective

spreadsheets & graphs/charts
Students manipulate values to explore cause

and effect relationships
Students use more sophisticated formulas

and formatting
Students use more sophisticated chart features

Creates appropriate fields and design layout

Creates filters using multiple operators
(equals, contains, less than...)

Format fields (text, number, date, time)

Design appropriate LabeLs and values

Input different values

Use paste function
(percent, square root, absolute value-...)

Format cells (test, number, date, time)

Use draw features to enhance graph/chart

Excel Use database
information for
reports and projects

Polyhedraville

Recipes
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\
Cupertino Union School

LEVEL

District Technology

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS

Scope and Sequence
Desktop Publishing

EXAMPLESPOSSIBLE
APPLICATIONS/DEVICES

one: exploring

Students assisted by teacher

Students explore basic word processing
functions to produce sentences

Students investigate basic drawing tools

Students investigate basic paint tools

\
word processing.funthons

insert, delete, highlight...

Basic drawing tools,
Lineshapes, eraser...

N..
Basic painf'tools

brush, spracan, patterns...

Easybook

Storybook Weaver

'---..,,,....,..

KidPix

KidWorks 2'

Microsoft/Claris Works

--,,...
---

---....,

Letthrs
^...

Story/Narrative
-....,,

Picture and/br-text

Picture with label'''',..,

two: composing

Students assisted by peers/teacher
formats and edits text

Students import, alter, and customize
basic graphics/clip art

Students use two programs to produce a
final product

Formatting skills
font, style, justi tabsfy, , page
breaks, margins, page setup

Editing skills
- cut, copy, paste, spell check

Graphic skills
- importing, sizing...

Uses scrapbook

1

Writing Center

Student Writing Center

Works

\ CD-ROM resources

\ Use clip art programs\
Printshop, Bannermania

\\

Newsletter

Report

Letters

Posters, signs,
cards, banners

Books

Brochures

three: refining

Students independently select and use
software and devices

\
Students import graphics using peripherals

IStudents add visual elements to the text
x
Students use sophisticated word-
p?ocessing features

\
Students use three or more programs to
proauce a final product

Import graphic skills
digitized images, scanning,
quicktake/cam...

Visual elements
columns, graphs, tables,
borders, shading...

Word-processing features 1
header/footer, footnote, Thesaurus

1

Works\\
Pagemaker

Student Writing Center
Word \ \
Electronic Resources

CDs, encYclOpedia, online-
x k

Digitized images

Scanner

Quicktake/ca4

Newspaper

Yearbook

Complex Report

Advertisements

Magazines

Cupertino Union School
LEVEL

District Technology

TECHNOLOGY SKILLS

Scope and Sequence
Multi/Hypermedia

POSSIBLE
APPLICATIONS/DEVICES EXAMPLES

'one: exploring

Students assisted by teacher
\

Students use tools to create buttons,
text,draw pictUres, & import clip art

\
Students use stand-alone devices to

"-------....support presentalion\
Students createa.simple presentation
including text and PiCTs ---___

\

/
Use text, buttons, & painting tools

Imports/paste clip art

Use video, laserdiscs, CD-ROM

--- ---

Hyperstudio1

Hypercardl

Mediat9ct

Digital,Chiset/
KidPix/Slideshow/
Word processing.
VCR 1

i/CD-RO_M_ --- --------1---
---7 Laserdiscs

Slideshow

Short stack

Using remote control
to access a visual,aicr"

Biography-----
----

--0-CFea-i-ve stories

two: composing

Students assisted by peers4teacher

Students use tools to importgraphics
from devices

Students create presentations which
include attractive layout, easy \
navigation and meaningful content

/ 7
Use scanner, CD-ROMs, internet{cligital.
cameras, videocaineras as wgraphic source

/
Create animation.,

..---/
Convert-vi'deo to quicktime

_-------

Scanner

Quicktake/cam

Laserdisc

CD-ROMs, audio & photo

Netscape/AOL

Videocamera

Apple Video Player

\
\ Reports

0\Electronic newspaper

Tutorial
1

Video book report
1

l

\ ----'
three: refining

Students independently select and use
software and devices

Students use tools to integrate sound,
video, CDs and access the Internet...

Student create clear presentation
which require research, formatting,
& skillful delivery

__

//
/

Create Internet links/
Import sound files

\ /lEdit video and sound

\/. Work in a scripting language--------
-------

/\ _----

\

-----
-

Sirnpletext ...,_--/-
,----

Avid-VideoShop

-------"HTML, PageMill

HyperLogo, HyperTalk

I ---

,----- \\
,

\
CommerciaL

Web page'

/ \
Source: Cupertino Union School District. Draft April 2,9, 997./ ..!:',.. \/ 43 41



Technolog roficiencies in Promising Projects

"Technology skills are, a lot like cooking. While it is important to know
how to crack an egg, measure out ingredients, or grate cheese, it's just not a soufflé if you

can't put it all together."39 Increasingly, schools are finding that the best way to teach stu-

dents the technology skills they need to be productive and facile with technology is not

by teaching egg-cracking or cheese-grating but by giving students projects in which tech-

nology is one of the many necessary tools for creating an authentic production or solution to

a problem.

What does it look like when students u'se technology in real contexts? In collaborative

telecommunications-based science projects' such as GLOBE (http://www.globe.gov/), Kids as

Global Scientists (www.kgs.colorado.edu), or Global Lab (http://globallab.terc.edu), students

conduct research in their home community and share the data with colleagues aroiind the

world. Thus, they develop competence with technological tools at the same time'they are

developing research skills, content knowledge, and the ability to collaborate with peers and

adults, both in the classroom and at a distance.

The Primavera was painted 'by Botticelli in 1482, ddring the Italian

Renaissance. The-word primavera translates as "spring," deriving

from the roots "first-green." Thej,pood of the painting is joyful and

celebratory. This narrative Oiece'captures the characters in

mid-motion. Botticelli's idealism\is reflected-in ihe perfection of

bodies and scenery. Their diaphanous garments and-graceful poses

contribute to the ethereal atmosphere throughout the' painting.

Preserved in eternal drama, they appear vulnerable to change. \
e

The story of this painting begins on the right, with Zephyr's'.(wind gdd) pursuit of

tt,i,e nymph Chloris, who clings to Flora, the goddess of flowers. In the ceriter, yet furthest from

the viewer, Venus, thesoddess of love and beauty, is the most important representative of springtime.*ove her,

flies chubby, little Cupid. On_the left, the three graces are forever dancing. While, on the far left,\Mercury stands
_

mysteriously, with his back to the-scene.

42

The motion, or changes, occuring physically withih-the painting connect to the historical movements'of Botti-.

celli's era. During this time, new philosophies were being incorporated into the arts. Primavera is an example of\--:---__ \
----:---, \

Botticelli's use of Neo-Platonism, which involves a blending of religious-connotations with classical mytholbgy. \\ e
(To learn more about his specific use of Neo-Platonism see the pages on Venus.)

Photo reproduced by permission, Erich Lessing/Art Resource, NY.
Source: New Jersey Princeton High School Web site.



In New Jersey s Princeton High School, world history students created a virtual museum

(http://ww,W.prs.k12.nj.us/Schools/PHS/History/World_History/) in which they selected,

studied, arid built Web pages for "clickable masterpieces" that support their studie (see figure

14). Their analyses integrate various topics (e.g., history, mythology, geography, religion, and

cultural information) in the context of artistic approaches taken by the artists and the mes-

sages found in their works. As they isolate small portions of the paintings for further

discussion, ihe students research deeper into the various layers of meaning they find in the

-artworks. When.asked the value of supplementing their world history studies with this time-

,. consuming technOlogy activity, students report that, because they are presenting their work

on the Internet, where it can be viewed by anyone around the world, they have to be clear,

accurate, and thoughtful ihtheir analyses and presentations. As one student put it, "Because

I'm teaching it to someone else, I really have to understand it myself.'

Few largelscale studies have documented tiiis form of learning. In a recently released study

conducted by,the Center for Applied Special Technology (CAST) and sponsored by the Council of

Great City Schools and the Scholastic Network, students who developed projects using the

Internet were matched against a similar class doing traditional projects. More than 500 fourth-

and sixth-grade students in 28 elementary and middle school classes from seven large urban

districts across the United States were divided into two groups, an experimental group and a

control group. The clases in the experimental group hacfrOn-line access to the Scholastic Net-

work and the Internet; ihe control classes did not: Each group completed projects on civil

rightsa topic common to'the curriculum of both grades. Independent evaluators were asked

to rate the projects, not knovVi,ng which groCip had submitted which project. The students with

on-line access received higher,scored in all nine learning measures, and their scores were

statistically significant for five-ofithe nine measures, including the ability to

Present_their work effectively \

State a civil rights issue

Present a full picture

Bring together different points of view

Produce a complete project
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The students who used the network became confident, over the coL,se of the study,lof their

ability to carry out and present a research project; students without on-line access lacked

confidence in their research skills.

Teachers working with the experimental group reported that their students

Learned to find information quickly

44

Draw resources from a large number of sources in a wide variety of formats

Deal with information in ways that made the material relevant to their lives

Learned from other students, the teacher, and the community at large using e-mail and

message boards

Cutting-edge applications of technology, many funded by the federal)gernment, suggest

areas where technology may become embedded in the content and process,slearning. For

example, in the Virtual Canyon projectsupported by a two-year National Science,Foundation
1

Networking in Education grantstudents in elementary, middle, and high schools in the,Mon-

terey Peninsula Unified School District are collaborating with scientists from local universities

and the Monterey Bay Aquarium and Research Institute (MBARI) to/design and create field

guides on the World Wide Web, based on undersea explorations of the huge canyon beneath

the MZinterey Bay. Using dynamic video collected by MBARrs remoteljt controlled vehicle from

the researaiship The Point Lobos, the teams of students, teachers, 'and scientists are devel-

oping a learning system wherein content, technology, expertise, and knowledge meet in a

user-oriented on-line environment. The Virtual Canyon prototype is a living research lab, built

around a model in which students engage in exploration, research, and publication. As they

conduct their research and publish reports orrthe..Web, they develop el xpertise about the crea-,
tures and conditions they are studying, the scientific protessaself arid how to use technology

for communication and research. Some of the criteria project leaders
!are-considering

using to

evaluate it include skills acquisition (in technology and science), facth acquisition, the

to generalize and synthesize from inquiries, critical thinking and eva luation of information,

---,context transfer, and communications and collaboration skills. Evaluators are also hoping that

users can-learn to follow a self-directed path to answer their own questions and do their own

problem solving. Finally, they will evaluate the prototype project to see, if it can enable broad

41participation by scientists in the-research and education of students.



The curriculum goals and projectsescribe4 on pages 27-44

are aimed at helping students devetop effeaive technology\ I \skills that will assure they use technology4o;support learningN \
throughout the curriculum. To bring these goals to fruition 'and to move beyond

isolated promising projects, however, several key policy issues need to be addressed, including

teacher competence, equity, testing issues, and resource allocations decisions at the state,

1

\\\
Teachers come to their jobs knowing the content an\d\the
pedagogy, but when it comes to technology, the teachers are

learm
xng

along with, and often after, the students. If studen ts are

expected to\ develop technological fluency, their teachers must also possess it. Although" mrt

teachers are\eager to use the new technologies, few were taught to teach with computers or

other technological tools.
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district, and school levels.

TEACHER ISSUES

States are addressing this issue by developing standards for teachers' technological compe-

tency the satile time they are developing them for students. In an inforimal survey

conducted-by-theW.S. Department of Education, 20 states reported having in/place, or under--
Z. _ ---

development, technology standifTs-forteachers,--and thi-ee-more-said- they are under consid-

eration (19 states hacnot responded at the time of writing). Thirty-five4ates require courses

or proficiencies in educational technology for those seeking a teaching license; four states

require the courses or prOficiencies for recertification'.

,/
,/--

Technology may be the only\area in which the skills of teachers in the classroom are being_---- /
tested along with_or-everrifisfead of, student skills. This is a significant change for the edu-\ /
cational paradigm, for it is easier to evaluate the technological skills of entry-level teachers\
than those of teachers already in the classroom.

/
Although a delicate issue, school systems may\ / ......--

be putting the cart before the horse by testing students without finding out how much-th-eir\ / ------
teachers know. Thus, before conducting student technology skills testing,the-Department of\ ___-----
Defense Education Authority (DoDEA) pla/ns to assess the technology skills of their teachers.

/__\----------
\
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Although the teacher assessment will be used to develop plans for teacher training, it is

looked on with concern by the union, especially if the results affect promo-

tion, placement, or merit pay. Similar concerns have been registered when,'

anything more than a survey of teacher skills is being considered. But others

believe that standards are necessary to assure that teachers get the training

and support they need.

Personal.
Proficiency

Instruct anat.
Proficiency In North Carolina and California, technology competency standards for educatOrs are beifig

developed along with student technology skills measures. California educators, including

administrators as well as teachers, are measured on four levels: personal,Proficiency, instruc-

tional proficiency, mentoring proficiency, and leadership proficiency. Objectives and

performance standards for each level are specified, just as in the student component.

Additionally, the educator standards suggest how educators can demonstrate their mas-

tery of each skill level, and what part ongoing assessment plays in periodic performance

assessments. To demonstrate mastery at the personal proficiency level, educators canass

a skills test approved by the appropriate credentialing commission or get a degree from a col-

lege or university that the Commission on Teacher Ci-edentialing has certified as iaying

graduation requirements that equal or exceed the required skills. For meeting the standards

above level one (personal proficiency), portfolios,,observations, and commendations of fellow

educators are. taken as measures.

Some places have taken a hard line, issuing a wake-up call for those in leader-

ship positions. Jefferson County, signaling its view that facility with technology

is a necessary skill for those seeking administrative positions, requires all those

seeking to enter positions at the principal, assistant principal, or other admin-

istrative level, to take a technology test, which is administered electronically. Those

uncomfortable with this requirement have two optionsto (1) take the free training offered

by the district that will give them the necessary skills to pass the test or (2) forgo the oppor-
,

tunity to move into a leadership position with the county schools.

TESTING ISSUES

How much testing is necessary to ascertain student (or
teacher) technological fluéncy? As Texas discovered after developing its
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I

computer-based technology skillls assessment, creating separate tests for siudents and

teachers may become politically unpopular if parents, school boards, and legislatures cannot

afford the time or expense of mandated testing programs. The costs of developing, adminis-

tering, and reporting test results' are considerable. /
,

,

I
\

I

Furthermore, once the commitment has been made to test students, educators must agree on
/

how this testing should be conducted. The debates raging around the issue-of perlforma-nce ,
,

assessment confirm that the11e are no simple solutions: If"-Cf-lools are seeking to use a con- //
I /

structivist approach, with students 6-eating products that call for them to apply existing skills /
to solve what-orkeducator called "fat problems"those rich in creative and analytical pos- /

---- ---sibilitiescan we continue to build assessments around limited multiple-choice iests of /---- --.... / r'
factual recall? Despite/the growing interest in performance-based assessment measures, these'

_..
--..... /

tests are,expensive/to develop, administer, and score. Furthermore, the interpretation/of
--...,, /

results can be'problematic, especially if students are tested in groups as well as individu/ ally.

//
These concerns also plagueNthe question of testing technology skills. As the JeffersOn 'County/ -....

/I" '

schoolvfound, even the most tr-Stlitional testing of computer skills is complicated by needing/
a working computer to authentically measure that learning. When that testing/becomes more

problem-based or "authentic," as in the Demonstrations of Quality Work items being! tested/
thicyeari- far-greater_expense is involved. ////
Despite such barriers, those involved in large-scale assessment have/noted the growth in com-

puter-based tests. Most (e.g., the Graduate Record ExaminatiOi-is,General Test, Praxis I, the SAT

I: Reasoning, ACT's COMPASS, and the College Board's computerized-placement tests) use tra-

ditional constructs with behavioral test designs and many of/the same test items and graphics

found on pencil and paper tests. Nonetheless, there aregns of change.lAultimedia (video,
43

/if \
audio, and animation) provide the opportunity to make the presentation, the content, and the\intellectual constructs they assess more dynamic."'

The advent of large testing centers with technological capabilities,-cortibined with advances\T

technology, psychometrics, and understan/ dings in cognitive science, suggests a next genera\

tion of electronic tests. More than-akomated pencil and paper tests, their qualitative '1/4'
difference willlie in-the-kinds of items that, for the first time, can deliver large-scale assess-

--ni-er-ifs in a cost-effective method. The problem is not so much a shift in design as a shift in

our expectations for testing/ jor example, to analyze the impact of historical artifacts, a stu-

dent is presented with materials from a variety of sourcesincluding texts, speeches, news
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FIGURE 15

I
Multimedia Demo 115

From 1 of 11

I I

This question is based on histoncal
documents from the Office of War
Information (01110 between 1942-1944

Lth Ed

Analyze the different ways the OWI tried to
influence Americans on the homefront during a

the Second World War

In the film "Inflation," the OWI tries to
conuince the citizenry that it is being
manipulated by the Nazis into weakening the
war effort through capricious spending. "Who
Died" takes a uery different tack. Here the
OWI tries to conuince the uiewer that

t I (I IF9

Who Died? (My Bonds Today

Inflation Careless Talk

Section a 11*
NC P-FeMI Mo30

Note: Copyright (c) Educational Testing Service, 1996. The scene depicted in this item comes from the CD-ROM, 'Powers of Persuasion:
The Art of Propaganda in World War II," produced by Fife and Drum Software, Silver Spring, MD, from records of the National Archives
in Washington, D.C. A partially complete student response is shown in the answer box on the lower left.

Source: R.E. Bennett, et al, "Using Multimedia in Large-Scale Computer-Based Testing Programs," Princeton, NJ: ETS, March, 1997.
Reprinted by permission of Educational Testing Service, the copyright owner.



articles, political cartoons, and maps, video and radio reports,, animation representing troop

movement populations trends, and so on. A student selects a do,cument to view or listen

to and then\writes an essay analyzing, for example, the way the Office of War Information

tried to influence Americans at home during the war (see figure 15). In considering how the

form and function of the test come together, the Educational Testing Servi>e's researcher

noted that

The self-reflexive nature of this example (i.e., employing multimedia to ask students to analyze
\

the use of multimedia) makes it ideal as a medium for asse/ssing the ability to interpret different
\ /

kinds of twentieth-century documents. Promoting the role of government propaganda during
\ /

this period, and the impact of the Second World War on the homefront, necessitated, in fact, that
I /

we have students examine and analyze nonprint sources. Historiographically, therefore, both the
I /

materials and the questions were appropriate to the domain of knowledge being assessed.

\
Do assessments like this also measure second-level skills of technological fluencyfacility

using technology as well as understanding its specialized rules and metaphors? Until we create

those kinds of assessments, we will not be able/to answer the question, but the financial risks
1 /

are considerable, especially for large-scale, high-stakes tests.

ISSUES OF EQUITY

We have stressed Oe importance of assuring equal. access to

------technology for all] studeints, but there has been less discus-
,

sionalt andthe iissue/of equity in technology assessment!'
If next-generation technolo'gy-ba'sell-testing-becomes the norm, will_students-beit a disad-

1 /vantage if they come from ischiools where technology is not widely used? If some teachers

choose not to use technology, will they be placing their students at risk? These questions
1 /

suggest that all educators must agree on the most appropriate ways to assess both students'

knowledge and informatimilage skills and on policies to assure students are equally prepared

to meet those assessments.1For high-stakes testingwith the results having the same kind of

impact on students as do
/
the SAT and the GRE, or on schools and their staff, as do some state

testing programs like M/arylfand's MSPAPthen the tests must be fair and appropriate measures

of necessary skills. /

_
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What happens when educators focus their resources on teaching students first-level tech-

nology skills (that is, how to work the technology) but ignore the second-level skills of

symbolic representation and knowledge integration, leading to deeper understandings and

alternative ways of representing information? Will some students, then, graduate with tech-

nical skills only, while others will become symbolic analysts and knowledge workers?

SURVEYS, TESTS, AND RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS

What gives districts and states the information they need to

make decisions on which to frame policy? Tests can confirm what may be
anecdotally observedas when the Jefferson County testing showed greater variation in high

school students' skills than among elementary school students, confirming the higher com-

puter-to-student ratio at the high school level. This kind of data can determine resource

allocations (e.g., placing more computers in high schools in Jefferson County) as well as cur-

riculum measures (making computer courses required, rather than elective, so that all students

will have equal baseline skills).

Can surveys about technology use give us equally valuable information at less cost and burden

to students and teachers (e.g., the data collected from SAT-takers on their access to tech-

nology at school and at home)? An interesting variation on surveys as technology skills

outcome measures is the scale reporting elementary, middle, and high school technology out-

comes in the Bellingham Public Schools (see http://www.bham.wednet.edu/elmankat.htm).

Called a "Mankato scale," after the scale developed by the Mankato (Minnesota) Public Schools

to measure the growth of staff technology skills, students use it to self-report what they can

do wfth computers and multimedia, file management, presentation resources, information

searching, and other technology-supported activities.
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RESEARCH /

To better understand how technology skills are best devel-
oped, assessed, and supported, much needs to be done. There is
little agreement on common data elements that could be collected across projects to give a

clearer picture of outcomes. Schools and school systems are hungry for assistance in this

areadata they should collect, activities they should observe and record, indices that go

beyond test score's, criteria that suggest when to make midcourse adjustments, best practices

'-they can adopt, and models they can emulate. Can it be shown that the development of tech-

nology skills, that is, those "fiitt-level" skills with and knowledge of technology, make

students more successful in their continuing- educational studies or in the workplace? Even

more Importantly, can it be shown thatsecond-level skillsfacility in solving complex ques-

tions with the assistance of technological resources, or the-ability to understand and

communicate with multiple forms of information=make students more successful learners

in all areas? \,

_

A number of vehicles exist for expanded research in this arealif research is given priority

attention. For exarnple, the Technology Challenge Grants, with/their cutting-edge applications

of technologies in the, classroom, should be mined as,a 4h evaluative data source on the

links between technology implementation and measures of learning and educational enhance-
\ment. What does the introduction of advanced technologies do for traditional content,

pedagogy, and assessmentrDoes it force the issue of curricular reform? What are the condi-

tions that make this occur? How can Policymakers evaluate the impact of these changes?

Similarly, the Federal Technology Literacy Challenge Funds distributed among the states, with

their focus on technology planning, can provide important data on technology's impact on

many areas relate-cito school structUre and organization, but especially as related to meeting

content; standards, and assessment 6oals. However, unless states are encouraged to ask the

right questions of schools and projects, and unless they are supported in the task of col-

lecting comparable data and sharing the,ir research, the answers may not be forthcoming.

With the substantial investments in technology at all levels, greater funding and dissemina'

tion of research will assist educators and policymakers at all levels in implementing

technology goals and applications.
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Developing standards in a changing environment is not an

easy/task. If teaching with ever-changing technologies is like building an airplane while

it is in flight, then defining and assessing what skilLs are needed to work and learn with tech-

nology is like developing a flight plan en route. Chris Dede, one of education's most articulate

futurists, suggests, "I don't think anybody really knows what this next generation of students

is going to need in the way of knowledge and skills. We're hard-put to guess what workers are

going tb need five years from now, let alone,a-gerie-ration from now. Maybe-the-most important

thing ab'out next-generation standaras is that they are going to have to be flexible-an,c1

evolving, rather than fixed and'inflexible. This creates some 'wiggle room' in a way that fixe,d"\ 45

standards /
Nonetheless, theireality of today's technological environment means that educators must/ \ 1.
address the issue of tec\ hnological fluency for all students, and not expect that it/ ,wIll auto-/
matically occur through the magic of just having technology on hand. Furthermore, the

growing trend to consider teCinology skills in the context of broader learning gols can assist/ ''\
in ensuriing that technology is utilized in the most productive manner. Can/these learning

standarL, and the assessments that rnelsure success in reaching them, be shped in a flexible
/ --... /.enough fashion that a vision for the future'still allows for important Iwiggle room" in a

/ -.....
changing environment? It is a great challenge,"but perhaps what is/most exciting and

i
propising is that the demands of technology are forci

/
ng-educators to have conversations

about broad goals for teaching and learning in the twenty-first century. Through these con-
/

versations and the policies that evolve from them, America's children may indeed develop the

skills and wisdom they will need to meet their dreams.
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The tomputer is no longer "the new kid in school." Since the

early 1980s, when computers were first used in schools, more

than $3 billion has been_ spent on hardware, software, teacher

training, and connections. But are Our students technologi-

cally literate or, as many have begun ta demand,

technologically fluent? These are important questions fOr
America's successand that of its childrenin the informa-

.

tion age, but we need a consensus on what 4it means for
students to be facile with technology. Is theria set of "nec-
essary skills" that define technological fluency? Can this set

be expanded to include the broader communication and infor

mation skills students will need in the,global economy of the

twenty-first century?

In considering this issue, we must recognize that the effective use of technology to develop

learning, communication, and information skillyis the result of many factors, chief of which

are the teacher, her competence and ability toishape technology-based learning activities to

meet students' learning needs. Other factors,software, access, school support in allowing-

time,and experimentation to try new thingsall have a place in the impact technology can

have On students and their achievement', as has been noted in many past analyses.' But there

is another key element, one that may/seem obvious, but which in fact has been overlooked in

many past S"tudies of computer-based learning in the classroom. One recent study put it suc-

cinctly: "The effect of computer-nOsed learning technologies in facilitating student learning

and performance is'seen only when participants have the knowledge and skill to use the tech-
. ,

nology." While this may seem self-evident, the authors report that it was perhaps because of

the "assumed power of the technology" that past researchers have not evaluated the knowl-

edge and skill base necesSarNifor students to use technology most effectively.
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CHANGING DEFINITIONS

What do students need to know and do with technology? Unlike the more stable content and

goals we have for other areas of school study, technology continues to change and evolve;

with these changes come everLnew goals for how technology should serve learning, and what

students should know about technology. A review of the "prevailing wisdom" about appro-

priate technology use since the early 1980s takes one down an ever-turning road that includes

programming in BASIC, then with LOGO; and on to drill and practice applications on inte-

grated systems; word-processing and curriculum-specific tools like history databases,

simulations, and microcomputer-based labs; then multimedia; the Internet; and now Web page

design. While there may be some logic to this progression, the reality is that, just as educa-

tors get their arms around one approach, with the attendant investments in software, training

and Possible curricular readjustments, the messages about appropriate technology use change.

PAST NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL ASSESSMENTS OF COMPUTER COMPETENCE

These changing expectations have been reflected in past large-scale assessments of "computer

competence," such as the 1985-86 National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) national

assessment of computer competence. This national sampling of third-, seventh- and eleventh-,
grade students assessed their knowledge and skills imusing a computer, using questions dealing

with recognition or recall of specific facts, and procedures:elated to computer use.

Measures of computer literacy, not unlike those in the first NAEP\study, were targeted in the

Computers in Education Study undertaken by the International Association for the Evaluation

of Educational Achievement (IEA).
ill

The 1992 study, tested and analized basic computer

knowledge and skills in 12 countries, with test items developed and reviewed by an interna-

tional team, and translated into several languages: The curriculum analyses made from_a 1989

study revealed little consensus, either within 'countries or across countries, regarding corn-
.

puter goals, making it a challenge to design an assessment instrument. The instrumeritthat

was developed, called the Functional,Information Technology Test, tested what students

needed to function effectively with information-related tasks, with test items built around \

concepts, computer handling, ancl'applications.
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FACTORS INFLUENCING TODAY'S DEFINITION OF NECESSARY SKIftS

While past national and international assessments are important in helping to understand

how far we have come as a nation in student technological understandings and skills, it is

useful to bring our focus to the present, and consider the facthrs that influence today's defi-

nitions of necessary skills for technological fluency. These
;include

the demandS driven by

expanding information and communication resources, business influences, national leader-

ship, and the curriculum standards movement. Taken together, they suggest today's definition

of technological literacy as a combination of what separately have been called information

skills and literacy, communications skills and literacy, and technology skills necessary to func-

tion in a technological environment. Today's definitions of technological fluency evolve from

the intersection created by the technology pullthat is, advances in what the technology

can do, and how it is used in the world beyond the classroom-7as well as the pedagogical

pushchanging views of learning reflected in ihe educational standards and assessments

that drive instruction.

Information Literacy in the Age of the Internet Con'cern about information literacy predates

the computer age. In language arts, there has long been an emphasis on teaching''students to

develop skills they need in order to analyze the written word and the messages found therein.

With the growing influence of television in our daily lives, many have called for media literacy'-,,

that gives students tools to interpret, critique, and evaluate what they see on television and

in movies and videos. However, today's rapid growth of the Internet and the access it provides

to large amounts of information has ignited a firestorm of concern regarding the need for

increased attention to information literacy. Unlike the information students receive from ear-

lier forms of mediatextbooks, television, documentaries, library materialsall of which

have been carefully researched, documented, and selected for publication and presentation,

especially when used in educational settingswhat comes acrosS on the Internet is "undi-

gested" information, provided by expert and novice alike, scholars 'and shysters, pedagogues

and pedophiles. The days when teachers and parents Were able to control and orchestrate all

the information presented to students are past. The technology pull-of the Internet will force

the issue of developing broader information literacy skills for all students if we expect them to

sort the wheat from the chaff, the true from the untrue, the rumor from the real. In order to

work, learn, and flourish in what has been called the "Infosphere," students will need to

become skilled in
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Finding information from a variety of sources

Evaluating information

- Making critical judgments about its value, reliability, and \741.idity

- Creating and distributing information and knowledge via the many communication

formstext, video, graphics, conversationthat come together in today's technology-

mediated communications formats

Business Demands' The business community has been an important voice calling for students

to develop technological literacy. As early as 1991, in the Department of Labor report What

Work Requires of Students: the Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills (SCANS)

identified skills and attributes necessary for employment in the workplace:

Resource allocation skillshandling time, money, materials, space, and staff

Interpersonal skillsworking on teams, teaching others, serving customers, leading,

negotiating, and working well with people from culturally diverse backgrounds

Information skillsacquiring and evaluating data, organizing and maintaining files,

interpreting and communicating, and using computers to process information

Systems skillsunderstanding social, organizational, and technological systems,

monitoring and correcting performance, and designing or improving systems

Technology skillsselecting equipment and tools, applying technology to specific tasks,

and maintaining and troubleshooting technologies

These skills are required in the expanding global economy in which American business must

operate. Success in this global economy requires high performance industriesthose that can

create new products or services that are of high quality or those that add value to existing

goods and services. In turn, these high-performance industries will be built around a work-

force composed of individuals who are flexible learners, able to change, adapt, and move with

the opportunities technology and innovation offer. Management at all levels will require a

cadre of "symbolic analysts," individuals who are competent in working with abstractions,
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facile with systems thinking, comfortable with experimentation, and can work collaboratively

to solve problems.

New Views of Learning The factory-like organization of schools of the industrial age were/

structured to support a transmission model of education -in- which teaching was telling, and

learning was memorizing. New views of cognition support a constriictivist view that'sug-

gests "advanced skills of comprehension, reasoning, composition, and experimentation are

acquired not through the transmission of facts but through the learner's interaction with con= --.._

tent." This approach takes advantage of a student's natural ability to/learn through

experience and to "create mental structures...which organize and synthesize' the information

and experiences which the individual encounters in the world."ix Inforrnalion and communi-

cation technologies like the Internet support this approach to teaching' and learning, which

encourages learning in authentic contexts, collaboration and exterhal supports, and use of
...-

multiple primary source materials and resources, as well as textbooks.

Federal Leadership and National Standards Federal leadekhip, from the identification of

computer literacy as a fourth basic skill in A Nation at Risk in 1983, to the current emph-asis

on educational technology in the Clinton Administration, has brought important attention'-.

and resources to the picture. Because the United States, unlike many other countries, does

not have a national curriculum, there is an emerging consensus on what students should

learn, building on the national curriculum stanLds developed over the last several years by

a range of professional associations. These standards have had a major impact on performance

standards developed at the state and district level. Curriculum standards and benchmarks have

been developed, or are in the process of 6eing drafted, in the areas of mathematics, science,

history, language arts, geography, the arts, civics, economics, foreign languages, health, phys-

ical education, and social studies.
,.

They have provided signposts that direct today's state and

local standards movement.

STATE AND DISTRICT\TECHNOLOGY SKILL STANDARDS AND ASSESSMENTS

Nevertheless, policymakers at the state and district levels continue to struggle with a central

dilemma. Should they define and measure learning goals for technology, or what can be called

first-level technology skills (e.g., learning about technology), or should they instead define

and measure the second-level goals for learning throtigh technology (e.g., "thinking with

computers")? A survey of state technology directors by the Milken Family Foundation in



September, 1997, found that, Of the 47 respondents, 13 reported technology skills embedded

in curricular standards, three had discrete technology standards, and 17 reported both

embedded and discrete standards.

North Carolina provides an interesting example of curriculum standards that separate tech-
;

nology skills as discrete skills to be tested. Illinois provides a contrasting model, where

standards for technology are embedded in the benchmarks for the curriculum standards rather

than as a separate set of competencies. Neither technology-specific nor grade-level-specific

benchmarks, they are built around what is called "six essential [earnings in a technological

society.-7 The indicators call for assuring that al[ students are
-

Information seekers, navigators, and evaluators

Criticallhinkers, analyzers, and selectors of information and technologies appropriate to

the tasV

,Creators of knowledge usinOnformation resources and technology

Effective communicators using a variety of appropriate technologies fiiedia

Technical users

Responsible citizens in a technological age

School districts, like states, vary in the approaches they take to technology skills standards

and assessment. Two contrasting approaches are Jefferson County, Kentucky's delineation of

technology-specific skills, and the technology-embedded curriculum adopted by the Cuper-

tino Union School District in California.

EXAMPLES OF TECHNOLOGY PROFICIENCIES DEMONSTRATED IN PROMISING PROJECTS

What does it look like when students use technology in real contexts? In collaborative

telecommunications-based science projects such as GLOBE (http://www.globe.gov/), Kids as

Global Scientists (www-kgs.(olorado.edu), or Global Lab (http://globallab.terc.edu), students

conduct research in theic home community and share the data with colleagues around the
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worldfThus, they develop competence with technological tools at the same time they develop

research skills, content knowledge, and the ability to collaborate with peers and adults, both

in the classroom and at a distance.

--
In New-Jersey's Princeton High School, world history students created a virtual museumfin

,/
which they selected, studied, and built Web pages for "clickable masterpieces" that support

their studies (http://www.prs.k12.nj.us/Schools/PHS/History/World_History/). Theiranalyses

integrate various topics (e.g., history, mythology, geography, religion, and culturk informa--

tion) in the context of artistic approaches taken by the artists and the messages found in

their works. As they isolate small portions of the paintings for further disCussion, the stu-

dents research deeper into the various layers of meaning they find in the art works. When

asked the value of supplementing their world history studies with this time-consuming tech-

nology activity, students report that, because they are presenting their work on the Internet,

where it can be viewed by anyone around the world, they have'to be clear, accurate, and

thoughtful in their analyses and presentations. As one studenVput it, "Because I'm teaching

it to someone else, I really have to understand it myself." /

In the Virtual Canyon projectsupported by a two-rar National Science Foundation Net-

working,in Education grantstudents in elementary,Aiddle, and high schools in the Monterey

Peninsula Unified School District are collaborating with scientists from local universities and

the Monterey Bay-Aquarium and Research Institute (MBARI) to design and create field guides

'on the World Wide Web, based on undersea explorations deep into the wonders of the huge

canyon beneath the Monterey Bay. Using dynamic video collected by MBARI's remotely con-

trolle,c1 vehicle, the teams of students, teachers, and scientists are developing a learning

system wherein content, technology, expertise, and knowledge meet in an ever-growing, user-

oriented an-tine environment. As the students conduct their research using these resources,

and publish reports on the Web, they build expertise about the creatures and conditions they

are studying, tlie\scientific process itself, and how to use technology as a tool for communi-

cation and researck

I,M_PLICATIONS FOR POLICY%

Several key policy issues need to be addressed if we are to move beyond isolated promising

projects and into a ,broader Landscape of Ci-irriCulum and teaching that supports technological

fluency for all students.



Teacher Issues If students a're expected to develop technological fluency, their teachers

must also possess this fluency.; While most teachers are eager to use technolo§y, most were

not taught to teach with computers and other technological tools.- States are beginning to

address this issue by developing standards for teachers' technological competencyat the same

time they develop them for students. In an informal survey conducted by the U.S. Depart-

ment of Education, 20 states reported having in place, or under development, 'technology

standards for teachers, and three more said they are under consideration. -Thirty Ifiv-e- siates
_ -

require courses or proficiencies in educational_technologs/ for- those seeking a teaching license,

and four states require this.forrecertification.

-
-Standards and assessments evaluating the technological skills of entry-level teachers at-el

'easier to implementAhan those for teachers already in the classroom. It is a delicate issue,

but someschool sistems realize they may be putting the cart before the horse in testing'Stu-
. f

dents witholit.finding out how much their teachers know in the area; and others believe that

standards are necessary to assure that teachers get the training and support they need.

Some/places have taken the hard line, issuing a wake-up call for those in leadership posi-/
tions. Jefferson County has used technology testing as a means of signalirig the view that

facility with technology is a "necessary skill" for those seeking administrative positions. All

those seeking_to enter positions at the princiial, assistant principal, or other administrative

levels, must take a technology test, which is administered electronically. Those who are

uncomfortable with this requirement have two optionsto take the free training offered by

the district that will give them the necessary skills to pass the,test, or to forgo the opportu-

nity to move into a leadership position with the county schools.

Testing Issues How much testing is necessary to ascertain student (or teacher) technological

fluency? The costs of developing, administering, arid reporting test results are considerable.

Furthermore, once the commitment has been made to test students, educators Must agree-on

how this testing should be conducted. The debates that rage around the issue of performance

assessment confirm that there are no simple solutions. If schools teek to develop teaching

and learning skills built on a more constructivist approach, with students creating products

that call for them to apply existing skills and use these to solve what one educator called "fat.%

problems"those rich in creatiye and analytical possibilitiescan we continue to build

assessments around more limited multiple choice tests of factual recall?
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These concerns also plague the question of testing technology skills. As Jefferson County

schools found, even the most traditional testing of computer skills is complicated by needing

a working computer to authentically measure that learning. Even greater expense is involved

when that testing becomes more problem-based or "authentic," as in Jefferson County's

Demonstrations of Quality Work items being tested this year. The challenge lies in designing

assessments that measure second-level skills of technological fluencyfacility in using tech-

nology as well as understanding its specialized rules and metaphors. The financial risks

involved are considerable, especially for large-scale, high-stakes tests.

Issues of Equity If next-generation technology-based testing becomes the norm, will stu-

dents be at a disadvantage if they come from schools where technology is not widely used? If

some teachers choose not to use technology in their teaching, will they be placing their stu-

dents at risk? These questions suggest that all educators must agree on the most appropriate

ways to assess both students' knowledge and information-age skills, and on policies to assure

students are equally prepared to meet those assessments. For high-stakes testingwith

results having the same kind of impact on students as do the SAT or GRE, or on schools and

their staff as do some state testing programs like Maryland's MSPAPthen the tests must be

fair and appropriate measures of necessary skills. This is as true for technology skills as for

other academic skills.

Another equity issue is raised when some educators focus resources on teaching students only

first-level technology skills, that is, how to work the technology, and neglect to teach the

second-level skills of symbolic representation and knowledge integration in which technology

is a vehicle for deeper understanding and alternative ways of representing information. Will

this mean that some students graduate only with technical skills, while others are equipped to

become symbolic analysts and knowledge workers functioning at higher levels in society?

Surveys, Tests, and Resource Allocations What gives districts and states the best information

they need to make decisions on which to frame policy? Can surveys about technology use

give us equally valuable information for policymaking, at less cost and burden to students

and teachers than tests? In one model, used by the Bellingham Public Schools
(http://www.bham.wednet.edu/elmankat.htm), students self-report what they can do with

computers and multimedia, file management, presentation resources, information searching,

and other technology-supported activities. The results are used to derive elementary, middle,

and high school tethnology outcomes.
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Research Much needs to be done to better understand how technology skills are best devel-

oped, assessed, and supported. There is little agreeMent on common data elements that could

be collected across projects to give a clearer picture of outcomes. Schools and school sys-

tems are hungry for assistance in this areadata they should collect, activities they should

observe and record, indexes that go beyond test scores, criteria,that suggest when to make

mid-course adjustments, best practices they can adopt, and modeley can emulate. With

the substantial investments in technology at all levels, greater funding' and dissemination of

research will assist educators and policymakers at all levels in implementing technology goals

and applications.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

If teaching with ever-changing technologies is like building an airplane while it is in flight,

then defining and assessing what skills are needed to work and learn with technology is akin

to developing a flight plan en route. Nonetheless, the reality of today's technological envi-

ronment means that educators must address the issue of technOlogical fluency for all students.

Perhaps what is most exciting and promising is that the demands of technology are forcing

educatOrs to have conversations about broad goals for teaching and learning in the twenty-

first century. Through these conversations and the policies/ that evolve from them, America's

children may indeed develop the skills and wisdom they will need to meet their dreams.

.-
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